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Vladimir Dimitrov  was born on 1
st

  February  1882  in  thevillage Fralosh  . 

His  portrait and compositions have expressive colors ,idealistic  drawing 

and strongly symbolic radiation. His popular pictures are ‘’Girl  from 

Kyustendil , his self portrait and others 









 
     In 1896 with the active participation of the Czech painter is 

based the National School of Drawing, future Art Academy, whose 
first director was Murkvichka himself - up until 1921 as a director 
of the Drawing School, he has a huge impact on the young 
Bulgarian artists.Together with the archaeologist and numismatist 
Vaclav Dobruski he created the Bulgarian at that time coat of 
arms. In 1918 he was elected as corresponding member of the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.   The great artist was involved in 
the elaboration of Mrkvička's coat of arms of Sofia, which appears 
not just because of tradition or because of lack of prozaičnata 
"company logo" of the capital. His birth coincided with the 
beginning of the 20th century and in its creation it involved the 
complete guide to the State, of Murkvichka and the knower 
heraldry Prince Ferdinand I. 

  
 





     Nikola Petrov was born in 
1881 in Vidin. He was a Bulgarian 
painter and he  studied in the Art 
Academy – Sofia. His teachers 
were Jaroslav Veshin and Ivan 
Murkvichka. His more famous 
paintings were "National Theatre" 
and "Lion Bridge".He  died on 10th 
of December 1916 in 
Sofia,Bulgaria. 

 

 



  

  Bencho Obreshkov is among the best Bulgarian 
painters.  

  He specialized in painting landscapes and 
portraits, but especially in the still life. More than 250 
of his works were destroyed during the bombing of 
Sofia in 1944. 

 





  Considered one of the greatest Bulgarian painters 
of the 20C, David Perec is a famous Bulgarian still-life 
painter and portraitist. After the Second World War he 
lives and works in Paris. 

 





                    Thanks for watching 
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